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ABSTRACT: Through the diagnosis of 29 Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) experiments from the

CMIP5, we investigate the impact of the mean state on simulated western North Pacific anomalous anticyclone (WNPAC)

duringElNiño decaying summer. The result indicates that the intermodel difference of the June–August mean precipitation

in the Indo–western PacificOcean warm pool is responsible for the difference of theWNPAC.During the decaying summer

of an eastern Pacific (EP)-type El Niño, a model that simulates excessive mean rainfall over the western North Pacific

(WNP) reproduces a stronger WNPAC response, through an enhanced local convection–circulation–moisture feedback.

The intensity of the simulatedWNPAC during the decay summer of a central Pacific (CP)-type El Niño, on the other hand,

depends on the mean precipitation over the tropical Indian Ocean. The distinctive WNPAC-mean precipitation relation-

ships between the EP and CP El Niño result from different anomalous SST patterns in the WNP. Whereas the local SST

anomaly plays an active role in maintaining the WNPAC during the EP El Niño, it plays a passive role during the CP El

Niño. As a result, only the mean-state precipitation/moisture field in the tropical Indian Ocean modulates the circulation

anomaly in the WNP in the latter case.
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1. Introduction

The western North Pacific anomalous anticyclone (WNPAC)

is the most pronounced low-level circulation system over the

western North Pacific Ocean (WNP) that conveys El Niño im-

pact to East Asia during its decaying summer (Zhang et al. 1996;

Chang et al. 2000a,b; Wang et al. 2000, 2003; Wang and Zhang

2002; Li andWang 2005; Li et al. 2017). It plays an important role

in the El Niño–East Asian summer monsoon teleconnection

(Wang et al. 2000; Chang et al. 2000a,b; Wu et al. 2003; Xie et al.

2016). The physical process through which the WNPAC influ-

ences the East Asian summer monsoon is through southerly

anomalies on the west flank of the WNPAC that transport high

moisture content from the tropical oceans to East Asia (Chang

et al. 2000a; Li and Hsu 2017).

The WNPAC often develops in the fall of the El Niño de-

veloping year, reaches a maximum intensity during El Niño
mature winter, and maintains its strength throughout the fol-

lowing spring and summer (Wang et al. 2000, 2003; Xie et al.

2009; Wu et al. 2009, 2010; Wu et al. 2017a,b). Many previous

studies aimed to understand the mechanisms for the develop-

ment and maintenance of the WNPAC. Wang et al. (2000,

2003) proposed a local wind–evaporation–SST feedback

mechanism. In response to the El Niño heating in the equa-

torial central Pacific, a Rossby wave low-level cyclonic gyre

appears to the west of the heat source. Northeasterly anomalies

to the northwest flank of the cyclone anomaly enhance the

mean northeasterly trade and surface evaporation, which cools

the local SST. The surface cooling further induces an anoma-

lous anticyclone to the west, as a Rossby wave response to the

negative heating anomaly in situ. The setup of the WNPAC

enhances the northeasterly anomaly to its east and promotes a

positive wind–evaporation–SST–convection (WESC) feed-

back that maintains the cold SST anomaly (SSTA) and the

WNPAC. This positive feedback process was further con-

firmed by a pacemaker coupled model experiment (Lau and

Nath 2003). In addition to the local air–sea interaction process

mentioned above, the atmospheric moist enthalpy advection

process, through which cold and dry air is advected into the

WNP by northerly anomalies to the western flank of the cy-

clonic anomaly induced by El Niño heating, also contributed to
the establishment of the WNPAC during El Niño mature

winter (Wu et al. 2017a,b).

The maintenance of the WNPAC throughout the El Niño
decaying summer is through the followingmechanisms: 1) local

cold SSTA in the WNP (Wu et al. 2010), 2) the Indian Ocean

(IO) capacitor effect (Xie et al. 2009;Wu et al. 2009), 3) central

Pacific (CP) cold SSTA (Chen et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2013),

and 4) the Atlantic capacitor effect (Li et al. 2017).

The mean northeasterly wind over the WNP changes to

southwesterly from boreal winter and spring to summer due to

the establishment of East Asian summer monsoon, and thus

the WESC feedback changes from a positive to negative

feedback (Xie et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2009). As a result, the local

air–sea interaction mechanism proposed by Wang et al. (2000)Corresponding author: Tim Li, timli@hawaii.edu
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does not operate during El Niño decaying summer. However,

the local SSTA resulting from this mechanism is still significant

in June and July and impacts theWNPAC, as demonstrated by

Wu et al. (2010).

Accompanied by the El Niño, a basinwide warming appears

in the tropical IO (TIO) from El Niño mature winter to the

subsequent summer. It was shown that this IO SSTA forcing

effect to the WNP circulation is season-dependent (Wu et al.

2009; Chen et al. 2016). It only becomes effective in El Niño
decaying summer, through the following process: The positive

heating over the TIO force a Kelvin wave response to the east,

according to Gill (1980). As low-level easterly anomalies as-

sociated with the Kelvin wave response decreases with in-

creased latitude, they generate an anticyclonic shear, which

further induces boundary layer divergence in the WNP

through the Ekman pumping effect. The divergence and as-

sociated descent motion reduce the moisture, leading to a

negative heating and thus a low-level anticyclone in situ. (Yang

et al. 2007; Li et al. 2008; Xie et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2009).

As a result of a rapid transition of ENSO phase, a cold SSTA

appears in the central Pacific during the El Niño decaying

summer. This cold SSTA shifts the rising limb of the Walker

circulation westward, thus reducing convection around 1608E
(Wang et al. 2013). The suppressed convection helps maintain

theWNPACby stimulating aRossby wave response to its west,

with a pair of anomalous anticyclonic gyres at low levels west of

the anomalous heating (Gill 1980).

A warm SSTA appears over the tropical Atlantic during

boreal spring because of remote midlatitude and tropical im-

pacts of El Niño (Jiang and Li 2019). This Atlantic warm SSTA

may exert a remote impact on the WNP circulation during El

Niño decaying summer through a heating-induced eastward

Kelvin wave response that may remotely affect the wind in the

WNP with an Indian Ocean relaying effect (Yu et al. 2016;

Zhang et al. 2017), or through a westward Rossby wave re-

sponse that may modulate SSTA in the extratropical north-

eastern Pacific via an evaporation–wind–SST feedback (Ham

et al. 2013).

All of the mechanisms above were proposed based on ob-

servational analyses and further validated by atmospheric or

coupled general circulation models in previous studies (e.g.,

Lau andNath 2003;Wu et al. 2010; Rong et al. 2010; Chen et al.

2012). Thus, these mechanisms should operate in climate

models, given strong ENSO forcing signals. It is worth men-

tioning that while statistically significant results were found

from these previous studies, it does not mean that all the

proposed mechanisms should operate simultaneously.

To what extent do the current state-of-the-art global at-

mosphere general circulation models (GCMs) capture the

WNPAC realistically? The diagnosis of CMIP3 and CMIP5

model outputs (Tao et al. 2015, 2018, 2019) indicated that the

simulated WNPAC during the El Niño decaying summer was

in general weaker and displaced northward relative to the

observations. Tao et al. (2018, 2019) attributed the error to the

ENSO-related SSTA bias and associated teleconnection pro-

cesses. Given that the coupled models suffer from both the

model mean state error and the bias associated with the ENSO

related SSTA, it is necessary to separate their impact. This

motivates the current study to diagnose the AMIPmodels with

specified observed SSTA field. By doing that, we intend to

focus on examining the effect of the mean state error in the

ENSO–East Asia teleconnection.

The mean state modulation on the IO capacitor effect was

demonstrated by Wu et al. (2010) in an atmospheric GCM

(AGCM) simulation. They showed that the IO basin SSTA

forcing effect is stronger in maintaining the WNPAC in late

summer after the WNP monsoon trough is established. The

result suggests that the SSTA is not the only factor that affects the

WNPAC during the El Niño decaying summer, and the mean

state also plays a role. It has been shown thatmanyAGCMs suffer

the severe discrepancies in capturing the observed rainfall pat-

terns over the Indian and WNP monsoon regions (e.g., Lau et al.

1996; Kang et al. 2002; Annamalai et al. 2017).

The objective of the current study is to investigate the

‘‘pure’’ effect of the mean state on El Niño–induced WNPAC

during its decaying summer through the diagnosis of 29 AMIP

model simulations that are included in the CMIP5 model ar-

chive. All of these AMIP experiments were forced by pre-

scribed historical SST and sea ice, so that one may focus on the

contribution of the atmospheric mean state bias. Considering

that the El Niño events can be classified into two types, eastern

Pacific (EP) El Niño and central Pacific (CP) El Niño, on the

basis of the location of the maximum SSTA center (Fu et al.

1986; Trenberth and Stepaniak 2001; Ashok et al. 2007; Kug

et al. 2009) and that their global and regional impacts are dif-

ferent (e.g., Hu et al. 2012; Yu et al. 2012), we intend to analyze

the simulated WNPAC among these AMIP models and the

mean state bias dependence during the decaying summer of EP

and CP El Niños respectively. It has been shown that the

WNPAC associated with EP and CP events exhibits distinctive

evolution features (Shi and Qian 2018).

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. The

data and methods are introduced in section 2. The simulated

WNPAC pattern in the multimodel ensemble average (MME)

and its intermodel spread among 29 AMIP models are shown

in section 3. The relationship between the simulated WNPAC

and mean state biases and mechanisms behind the relationship

are discussed in section 4. Section 5 presents conclusions and

discussion.

2. Data and method

Monthly data of the Atmospheric Model Intercomparison

Project (AMIP) experiments from 29 models from phase 5 of

the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) models

are used. These AMIP experiments were forced by the same

prescribed SST and sea ice fields. The original horizontal res-

olution of the prescribed SST boundary conditions created by

Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison

(PCMDI) is 18 3 18. The SST data are interpolated to each

model’s resolution for performing the AMIP experiments. A

general description of the AMIP experiments is presented in

Taylor et al. (2012). The current AMIP model analysis covers

from 1979 to 2008.

For comparison with observations, the observed and re-

analysis datasets for the same period (from 1979 to 2008) are
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used. Among them are the precipitation dataset from the

Climate PredictionCenter (CPC)MergedAnalysis of Precipitation

(CMAP; Xie and Arkin 1997) and three-dimensional wind

and geopotential height fields from the European Centre for

Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) interim re-

analysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011).

All the observational andmodel data above are interpolated

onto 28 3 28 grids. A least squares linear trend is applied to

each field to remove the global warming trend. To measure

quantitatively the WNPAC intensity, different variables such

as zonal wind shear (e.g., Jiang et al. 2019), vorticity (e.g., He

and Zhou 2014), and streamfunction were used in previous

FIG. 1. Composite patterns of SST anomalies (shading; K) during El Niño (top) mature winter and (bottom)

decaying summer for (a),(b) EP and (c),(d) CP El Niño. The stippled regions exceed the 95% confidence level

based on Student’s t test.

FIG. 2. Composite patterns of the (top) observed and (bottom)multimodel ensemble (MME)mean precipitation

anomalies (shading; mmday21) and 850-hPa wind anomalies (vectors; m s21) during (a),(b) EP and (c),(d) CP El

Niño decaying summer. The stippled regions indicate that the precipitation anomaly exceeds the 95% confidence

level based on a two-tailed Student’s t test. The magnitude of the reference vector is 2 in (a) and (b) and 1 in (c) and

(d). The interval of shading is 0.6 in (a) and (b) and 0.4 in (c) and (d).
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studies. Here aWNPAC index is defined as the opposite sign of

area-averaged anomalous relative vorticity at 850 hPa over a

key analysis domain over the WNP, following He and Zhou

(2014). The domain was selected based on the maximum cen-

ters of anomalous relative vorticity and intermodel standard

deviation of anomalous relative vorticity. It is 128–248N, 1108–
1508E for EP El Niño and 148–268N, 1108–1508E for CP El

Niño. Here the EP and CP El Niño events are identified using

the location of the maximum SSTA center (i.e., whether the

maximum SSTA center in the equatorial Pacific during El Niño
mature winter is located to the west or east of 1508W), fol-

lowing Zhang et al. (2013). According to this criterion, three

EP El Niño cases (1982/83, 1987/88, 1997/98) and five CP El

Niño cases (1991/92, 1994/95, 2002/03, 2004/05, 2006/07)

during 1979–2008 were identified. We focus on evaluating

the model performance during El Niño decaying summer

[June–August (JJA)].

A linear regression method is used to investigate the inter-

model relationship between the WNPAC intensity and JJA

mean precipitation. Each model is treated as a sample and the

intermodel regression is done by regressing the JJA mean

precipitation onto the WNPAC intensity index. The multi-

model ensemble mean (MME) is calculated as an arithmetic

average of variables among the 29 models. A random sampling

method is used to distinguish if the differences between ob-

servation and MME arise from model bias or internal atmo-

spheric variability, following Deser et al. (2017).

3. Observed and simulated WNPAC during two types of
El Niño

The observed SSTA patterns during El Niño mature winter

(DJF) and decaying summer (JJA) for two types of El Niño are
shown in Fig. 1. In the mature winter, the maximum SSTA

center in CP El Niño shifts to the west, relative to EP El Niño.
A stronger negative SSTA in the western North Pacific and a

stronger positive SSTA off the coast of East Asia and in the

tropical Indian Ocean occur in the EP El Niño composite than

FIG. 3. Composite pattern of the (left) observed and (right) MME mean SLP anomaly during (a),(d) EP and

(b),(e) CP El Niño decaying summer. Also shown is (c),(f) the difference between EP and CP cases. The stippled

regions exceed the 95% confidence level based on a two-tailed Student’s t test.
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in the CP El Niño composite (Figs. 1a,c). In the decaying

summer, the cold SSTA in the western Pacific is still present

during EP El Niño composite, whereas the local cold SSTA

during the CP El Niño composite dissipates (Figs. 1b,d). This

implies a much stronger local SSTA forcing in theWNP during

EP El Niño decaying summer. Another noted difference is the

sign of the SSTA in the equatorial central Pacific. A negative

SSTA occurs in the region during EP El Niño, and a positive

SSTA occurs in the region during CP El Niño. This difference
implies a distinctive CP SSTA forcing effect between EP and

CP El Niño, as proposed by Wang et al. (2013).

The distinctive SSTA patterns between EP and CP El Niño
composites suggest that different mechanisms may operate to

maintain the WNPAC for EP and CP El Niño. This explains
why one needs to examine the WNPAC processes separately.

The left panels of Fig. 2 show the horizontal patterns of

observed and simulated MME precipitation and 850-hPa wind

anomalies during EP El Niño decaying summer. The WNPAC

is seen clearly in the observations, which is located between 108

and 308N. There is a negative precipitation anomaly in the

southeast quadrant of the WNPAC, and the WNPAC can be

considered as a Rossby wave–like response to the negative

precipitation anomalies over the tropical WNP (Gill 1980; Wu

et al. 2017a). There is also an anomalous cyclone with positive

precipitation anomaly on the north of the WNPAC, resem-

bling a Pacific–Japan teleconnection pattern (Nitta 1987). The

Maritime Continent and the northern IndianOcean are covered

by positive precipitation anomaly. The observed WNPAC dur-

ing EP El Niño decaying summer is reproduced by the MME

(Fig. 2b). The major difference is that the simulated WNPAC

and the associated negative precipitation anomaly are weaker

than the observation. And the negative precipitation anomaly

also shifts southeast relative to observation.

The right panels of Fig. 2 illustrate the CP El Niño coun-

terpart. As seen in the observation (Fig. 2c), the WNPAC also

appears over the WNP during the decaying summer of CP El

Niño. A negative precipitation anomaly is seen over the WNP,

whereas a positive precipitation anomaly is observed over the

FIG. 4. Composite patterns of the relative vorticity anomalies on 850 hPa for (top) observations and (middle) the

MMEmean, and (bottom) their difference, during (left) EP and (right) CP El Niño decaying summer. The stippled

regions indicate that the observed composite has values lower than the 1st percentile or greater than the 99th

percentile of 2000 bootstrapped model samples.
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TIO, which may be responsible for maintaining the WNPAC

(Wu et al. 2009; Xie et al. 2009). Themain characteristics of the

WNPAC during CP El Niño decaying summer are reproduced

by the MME, even though the simulated WNPAC and asso-

ciated negative precipitation anomalies are weaker than the

observed (Fig. 2d). Note that the wind arrow size in the CP

composite is only a half of that used in the EP composite. This

indicates that the WNPAC associated with the CP events is in

general weaker than that in the EP events. Such a difference

appears in both the observation and MME. However, even

though theCPWNPAC is weaker than the EP counterpart, it is

statistically significant, exceeding the 95% significance level.

Figure 3 illustrates the composite sea level pressure (SLP)

patterns for the observations and MME. The SLP field is

consistent with the 850-hPa wind field; that is, the WNPAC

signals during both the CP and EP El Niño events are statis-

tically significant while the former is weaker than the latter. It

appears that the center of the WNPAC during the EP El Niño
shifts slightly to the south and extends farther westward,

relative to the CP El Niño. However, the MME cannot re-

produce the meridional shift. A possible cause is that the

models tend to simulate a much weaker rainfall anomaly near

Japan in the EP events so that an anomalous cyclone north of

the WNPAC is missing.

Previous studies proposed that the differences between the

observations and MME could arise from internal atmospheric

variability (Deser et al. 2017). It is difficult to address this issue

based on limited El Niño samples. We follow the method

proposed by Deser et al. (2017). There are 29 models, and each

model has three EP and five CP events. The anomalies from

climatology for each individual event in each model are cal-

culated in advance. Then we put all these 87 EP and 145 CP

events into two groups and form bootstrapped EP and CP

composites by randomly sampling with replacement from

these EP and CP events respectively. We always extract 87

samples for EP events and 145 samples for CP events (indi-

vidual events can occur multiple times) and get 2000 boot-

strapped composites. The composite patterns of the relative

FIG. 5. The 1%–99% CIs on the 850-hPa relative vorticity composites for (top) observations and (middle) the

MMEmean, and (bottom) their difference, in (left) EP and (right) CP events. The stippled regions indicate that the

observed CI has values greater than the maximum CI or less than the minimum CI of any of the 29 models.
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vorticity anomalies at 850 hPa from observations and from

MME, and their difference, are shown in Fig. 4. The dotted

areas in Figs. 4c and 4f indicate regions where the observed

composite vorticity anomalies are lower than the 1st percentile

or greater than the 99th percentile of the 2000 bootstrapped

composites. In EP events, it is virtually certain that the negative

values from the South China Sea to the east of the Philippines

and the positive values in the northern part of the WNP are

model biases. This indicates that the WNPAC reproduced by

MME is weaker than observed. It shifts to the north possibly due

to underestimate of the anomalous cyclone near Japan. In CP

events, theWNPAC in theMME is also weaker than that in the

observation, which is attributed to the model biases.

However, the model biases may be incorrectly determined

with this method if the model’s variability is unrealistic. Thus,

we also calculate the confidence intervals (CIs) for models and

observations (Fig. 5) to assess whether themodel’s variability is

realistic, following Deser et al. (2017). The CIs are defined by

the difference between the 99th and 1st percentiles of the 2000

bootstrapped composites at each grid point. The CI for each

individual model is obtained by randomly sampling three EP

and five CP events from the corresponding model, calculating

composite mean and then identifying the 1st percentile and

99th percentile. The observed CI is obtained in the same way.

The stippled areas in Figs. 5c and 5f indicate regions where the

observed CI greater than the maximum CI or less than the

minimum CI of any of the 29 models. There are only few

stipples in Figs. 5c and 5f. So, the models’ CIs encompass the

observed CI in most of the area over the WNP, although it is

slightly larger than observed CI. Thus, the internal variabilities

in the models correspond well to observations in general. This

further confirms that the differences discussed above mainly

arise from model biases instead of internal variability.

The low-level specific humidity (averaged from 925 to

700 hPa) and upper-level velocity potential anomaly fields

(Fig. 6) show a consistent feature with the precipitation and

circulation anomaly fields (Fig. 2). During EP El Niño decay-

ing summer, a negative moisture anomaly occurs over the

suppressed convection region in the WNP, whereas a positive

moisture anomaly is seen from the northern Indian Ocean to

the Maritime Continent. The moisture pattern in CP El Niño
composite is in general similar to that of EPElNiño composite,

with a noticeable difference over the WNP: the negative

moisture anomaly is located to the west and covers less area

when compared with EP cases. The 200-hPa velocity potential

anomaly fields show a west–east dipole pattern, suggesting

anomalous ascending motion over the TIO and anomalous

descent over the WNP in both EP and CP El Niño composites,

although the descending center in CP cases is weaker and shifts

to the west. The MME tends to underestimate the strength of

both the moisture and velocity potential anomalies.

It is worth mentioning that, when compared with the weaker

and less organized precipitation pattern over the TIO associ-

ated with the CP events (Fig. 2d), the 200-hPa velocity po-

tential and moisture anomaly fields show a more consistent

large-scale feature over the TIO (Figs. 6c,d). This implies that

the MME is able to capture the basin-scale anomalous vertical

motion and heating fields over the TIO.

FIG. 6. Composite patterns of the (top) observed and (bottom) MME mean low-level (925–700-hPa average)

specific humidity anomalies (shading; g kg21) and 200-hPa velocity potential anomalies (contours; the thick line is

zero) during (a),(b) EP and (c),(d) CPElNiño decaying summer. The contour interval is 0.63 106 in (a) and (b) and

0.2 3 106 in (c) and (d). The interval of shading is 0.25 in (a) and (b) and 0.15 in (c) and (d).
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To quantitatively measure the models’ performance in

capturing the WNPAC strength, a WNPAC intensity index is

introduced. It is defined as the opposite sign of an area-

averaged 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly so that a larger

index represents a stronger WNPAC. The domain selection

is based on the horizontal distributions of the MME of the

simulated 850-hPa relative vorticity field and its intermodel

standard deviation (Figs. 7a,b). Note that the maximum of

intermodel difference appears near the center of the simulated

WNPAC in both EP and CP El Niño composites. It suggests

that there is a pronounced difference in the intensity of the

simulatedWNPACamong 29AMIPmodels, while the difference

in the WNPAC location is relatively small. The black boxes in

Figs. 7a and 7b cover the center of the simulated WNPAC and

are chosen as the key analysis domain for EP and CP El Niño.
The domain covers 128–248N, 1108–1508E for EP El Niño and

148–268N, 1108–1508E for CP El Niño.
The so-calculated WNPAC intensity indices for the obser-

vation, the MME, and individual models are shown in Figs. 7c

and 7d. Most of the AMIP models are able to reproduce the

correct sign of the WNPAC in both EP and CP El Niños, even
though their amplitudes differ greatly. The MME of the

WNPAC intensity is weaker than the observed in both EP and

CP El Niño cases. All of the indices for EP events and 19 of 29

FIG. 7. TheMME (contours) and intermodel standard deviation (shading) of 850-hPa relative vorticity anomalies

(s21) during (a) EP and (b) CP El Niño decaying summer. Regions in which 70% of the models have the same sign

of relative vorticity anomalies are stippled. The black-outlined box is used to define the WNPAC intensity index.

The intervals of the contours and shading are 0.83 1026 and 0.43 1026, respectively, in (a) and 0.43 1026 and 0.23
1026, respectively, in (b). Also shown is theWNPAC intensity index derived from individual models for (c) EP and

(d) CP El Niño. The open bars represent the MME, and the hatched bars represent the observational counterpart.

The models that cannot pass the 95% significant test are marked with x.
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models’ indices for CP events exceed the 95% confidence level,

and so do the observation and MME. The difference between

EP and CP WNPAC indices among the 29 models is also

tested, and it exceeds the 99% confidence level. This validates

that theWNPAC in CP events is significantly weaker than that

in EP events.

4. Relationships between the mean precipitation and the
WNPAC intensity and associated mechanisms

Given the same SSTA forcing, the different WNPAC re-

sponses in the models may result from the mean precipitation

bias. The internal atmospheric variability could also contribute

to intermodel difference, and it is hard to distinguish model

bias and internal variability with only one member for each

model. This issue will be addressed below. Before examining

the mean state impact, we first examine the anomalous pre-

cipitation and circulation distributions associated with a strong

WNPAC index. An intermodel regression among the 29

models is done by regressing the precipitation anomalies and

850-hPa wind anomalies fields onto the standardized WNPAC

indices for EP and CP El Niño respectively (Fig. 8). A high

WNPAC index is associated with an anomalous anticyclone

and a negative precipitation anomaly over theWNP in both EP

and CP El Niño, except that they shift slightly to the west in the

CP El Niño. It indicates that the models with a greaterWNPAC

index simulate a stronger negative precipitation anomaly over

the WNP. This is physically understandable, since the WNPAC

can be viewed as a Rossby wave response to a negative precip-

itation over the WNP (Gill 1980; Wu et al. 2017a). A stronger

negative precipitation anomaly induces a stronger WNPAC. The

enhanced easterly anomalies to the southeast flank of WNPAC

could further intensify the negative precipitation anomaly through

dry advection (Wu et al. 2017a).

As seen in Fig. 8b, a positive precipitation anomaly appears

from the TIO to the Maritime Continent, along with anoma-

lous easterlies from theWNP to the northern IO. This suggests

that a stronger basinwide positive heating anomaly over the

TIO may be responsible for inducing a stronger WNPAC

during CP El Niño decaying summer. This IO heating effect

was proposed by various previous studies (e.g., Wu et al. 2009;

Xie et al. 2009). The TIO heating can affect the circulation over

the WNP through a Kelvin wave response. An anticyclonic

shear associated with the Kelvin wave easterly anomalies may

weaken the WNP monsoon and induce negative precipitation

through Ekman pumping induced boundary layer divergences,

and the weakened monsoon heating may further induce a low-

level anticyclone (Wu et al. 2009). Therefore, a stronger posi-

tive precipitation anomaly in the TIO during CP El Niño may

induce a stronger WNPAC through a greater Kelvin wave re-

sponse. In contrast, no clear precipitation anomaly signal ap-

pears over the equatorial IO during EP El Niño (Fig. 8a). The

negative precipitation also appears over the WNP, similar to

EP events. Of course, the local negative heating can also have a

positive feedback with the WNPAC in CP events. However, it

must be caused by the anticyclonic shear associated with the IO

forcing instead of local SSTA, because a warm SSTA appears

in the WNP in JJA (Fig. 1d).

Next, we examine the relationship between the mean pre-

cipitation and the WNPAC intensity index among the 29

models. Figures 9a and 9b show the summer mean (JJA) pre-

cipitation and 850-hPa wind fields regressed onto the stan-

dardized WNPAC index for EP and CP El Niño. As seen in

Fig. 9a, a model with a higher WNPAC index during EP El

Niño decaying summer simulates higher mean precipitation

over the WNP and the Indochina Peninsula but less mean

precipitation over the Maritime Continent and the equatorial

IO. Such a model also simulates a stronger mean westerly at

low level over the northern IO and WNP and a stronger

northward cross-equatorial flow over the IndianOcean and the

Maritime Continent.

The relationship between the mean precipitation and the

WNPAC intensity can be further confirmed by a scatter dia-

gram between the mean precipitation averaged over the red

box in Fig. 9a and the WNPAC index. As seen in Fig. 9c, the

WNPAC index and the JJAmean precipitation in theWNP are

significantly correlated. The correlation coefficient is 0.69, ex-

ceeding the 99% confidence level.

In contrast to EP El Niño, the most significant mean pre-

cipitation signal that correlates to theWNPAC index for CP El

Niño appears over the equatorial IO (i.e., the red box in

Fig. 9b). The regressed mean precipitation over the WNP is

much weaker and statistically insignificant. The result suggests

that the intermodel difference of the simulated WNPAC dur-

ing the CP El Niño is primarily determined by the IO capacitor

effect that is modulated by the mean precipitation in situ.

FIG. 8. The precipitation anomalies (shading; mmday21) and

850-hPa wind anomalies (vectors; m s21) regressed onto the stan-

dardized WNPAC indices during (a) EP and (b) CP El Niño de-

caying summer. The stippled regions indicate that the regressed

precipitation anomalies exceed the 95% confidence level.
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Figure 9d displays a scatter diagram between the mean pre-

cipitation averaged over the red box in Fig. 9b and the

WNPAC index. The correlation coefficient between them is

0.52, which is significant at the 99% confidence level.

To compare the magnitude of spread due to internal vari-

ability versus that due to model physics, 5 models among the 29

AMIP models that have 5–10 members (CSIRO Mk3.6.0,

GFDL CM3, HadGEM2-A, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and MRI-

CGCM3) are further analyzed. In Fig. 10, each member of

these selected models is treated as an individual sample and

calculation method is exactly the same as Figs. 9c and 9d. It

is clear in Fig. 10a that the internal variability in both the

WNPAC-index and precipitation are smaller than inter-

model variability. In Fig. 10b, while the internal variability

is smaller than intermodel variability in precipitation, they

are comparable in the WNPAC-index. The standard deviation

is used to estimate their magnitudes. It turns out that the in-

termodel standard deviation of the WNPAC index is 0.97 for

EP events and 0.70 for CP events. The standard deviations of

theWNPAC index within individual models range from 0.16 to

0.25 for EP events and from 0.15 to 0.26 for CP events. The

result validates that the internal variability is smaller than the

intermodel variability, even though their difference is smaller

in CP than EP events. This implies that the intermodel dif-

ference is critical.

The distinctive mean state dependences between the EP and

CP El Niño imply that different mechanisms may operate to

maintain the WNPAC throughout the decaying summer. To

illustrate this point, we plotted the mean specific humidity

fields regressed onto the standardized WNPAC index for EP

FIG. 9. The JJA mean precipitation (shading; mmday21) and 850-hPa wind (vector; m s21) fields regressed onto

the standardizedWNPAC indices for (a) EP and (b) CP El Niño. Stippled regions indicate that the regressedmean

precipitation exceeds the 95% confidence level. Also shown are scatter diagrams between the averaged [inside the

red-outlined box in (a) and (b)] mean precipitation and the WNPAC index for (c) EP and (d) CP El Niño. For the
EP El Niño in (c), JJA mean precipitation over the WNP [red-outlined box in (a)] was used against the WNPAC

index. For the CP El Niño in (d), JJA mean precipitation over the TIO [red-outlined box in (b)] was used. The

correlation coefficients for both (c) and (d) exceed the 99% confidence level.
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and CP El Niño in Fig. 11. A significantly higher background

mean moisture in lower troposphere appears in the WNP

during EP El Niño (Fig. 11a), whereas no significant mean

moisture signal is found in the same region during CP El Niño
(Fig. 11b). In contrast, a significantly higher mean moisture

appears in the equatorial IO during CP El Niño, whereas no or

even lower mean moisture signal appears in the same region

during EP El Niño.
Physically, it is argued that a higher background mean

moisture promotes a greater positive feedback between the

anomalous circulation and convection. This is because even

given the same perturbation wind initially, a greater back-

ground mean moisture would lead to a greater perturbation

condensational heating, which could strengthen the perturba-

tion circulation through the enhanced heating. Following the

argument above, one would expect a greater perturbation

circulation–convection feedback over the WNP (IO) during

EP (CP) El Niño decaying summer.

Why is a greater background mean precipitation often as-

sociated with a greater background mean moisture state? A

greater mean precipitation implies a greater mean upward

motion. Because the mean moisture decreases exponentially

with height, a mean ascending motion transports more mois-

ture upward, leading to a greater increase of themeanmoisture

in situ. While part of the increased moisture condensates as

precipitation, the remaining part is used to moisten the atmo-

sphere. The maximum moisture increase happens in the lower

troposphere because of greatest moisture gradient there.

A method was developed to measure the strength of the

perturbation circulation–convection feedback for each model.

Figure 12a shows the MME of the precipitation and low-level

averaged (1000–850 hPa) relative vorticity anomaly during El

Niño decaying summer. It indicates that the maximum centers

of the negative vorticity and precipitation anomalies in the

WNP are approximately in phase. Thus, one may calculate a

regression coefficient between area-averaged precipitation and

vorticity anomalies for each summer of 1979–2008 over the

WNP domain (128–228N, 1308–1668E; the red-outlined box in

Fig. 12a). A greater regression coefficient implies a model

with a stronger positive feedback on the interannual time scale.

FIG. 10. As in Figs. 9c and 9d, but for multiple members of five selected models represented by the different

symbols. The black lines are the regression lines shown in Figs. 9c and 9d.

FIG. 11. The JJA mean low-level (925–700-hPa average) specific

humidity fields (shading; g kg21) regressed onto the standardized

WNPAC indices for (a) EP and (b) CP El Niño. Stippled regions

indicate that the regressedmean specific humidity exceeds the 95%

confidence level.
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The physical mechanism behind the positive feedback is de-

scribed as follows. A greater negative precipitation anomaly,

on the one hand, induces a stronger low-level anticyclone

anomaly to its west, as a Gill response to the anomalous

heating. The enhanced northeasterly anomaly to the east of the

anticyclone, on the other hand, strengthens the precipitation

anomaly through the moist enthalpy advection mechanism

(Wu et al. 2017a,b).

The relationship between the circulation–convection feed-

back intensity and the JJA mean precipitation over the WNP

among all of the 29 models is revealed through a scatter

diagram in Fig. 12b. Their correlation coefficient is 0.66, which

exceeds the 99% confidence level. It implies that a model

with a stronger mean precipitation over the WNP favors a

stronger local circulation–convection feedback and thus a

stronger WNPAC in response to EP El Niño forcing.

As shown in Fig. 9b, the effect of the mean precipitation

on the simulated WNPAC during CP El Niño is primarily

through remote forcing from the TIO. To measure the local

circulation–convection feedback over the equatorial IO, we

first examine the MME of the precipitation and low-level-

averaged (1000–850 hPa) divergence anomaly fields over the

FIG. 12. (a) The MME of composite precipitation (shading; mmday21) and 1000–850-hPa-averaged relative

vorticity (contours; s21) anomalies during all El Niño decaying summers. The regression coefficient between

anomalous precipitation and vorticity averaged over the red-outlined box for each model was used to measure the

strength of the convection–circulation feedback. (b) Scatter diagram between the regression coefficient and JJA

mean precipitation over the WNP. (c) As in (a), but for composite precipitation and 1000–850-hPa-averaged

convergence anomalies. The regression coefficient between anomalous precipitation and convergence averaged

over the red-outlined box for each model was used to measure the strength of the convection–circulation feedback.

(d) Scatter diagram between the regression coefficient and JJA mean precipitation over the TIO. The correlation

coefficients in both (b) and (d) exceed the 99% confidence level.
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TIO. The reason to use the divergence instead of the vorticity is

because the region of the interest is now near the equator. Note

that there are positive precipitation and low-level convergence

anomalies over the equatorial IO. Thus, a circulation–

convection feedback index over the IO for each model is

defined as the regression coefficient between the box-averaged

(128S–168N, 508–708E; the red-outlined box in Fig. 12c) precip-

itation and low-level convergence anomalies for each summer

from 1979 to 2008.

The mechanism for the positive circulation–convection

feedback over the equatorial IO may be summarized as fol-

lows. A positive heating anomaly, on the one hand, induces

anomalous low-level convergence and upper-level divergence.

The so-induced ascending motion may further strengthen the

heating through upward moisture transport.

The impact of the mean precipitation on the local

circulation–convection feedback over the TIO is illustrated in

Fig. 12d. A larger positive feedback intensity corresponds to a

greater mean precipitation. The correlation coefficient be-

tween the feedback intensity and JJA mean precipitation over

the TIO is 0.56, exceeding the 99% confidence level. The result

implies that greater mean precipitation and moisture over

the TIO promote a greater local perturbation circulation–

convection feedback, which could further induce a stronger

WNPAC through the remote Kelvin wave forcing effect

(Wu et al. 2009; Xie et al. 2009).

The fivemodels with 5–10members are also used to examine

the magnitude of internal variability in the circulation–

convection feedback. Figure 13 follows Figs. 12b and 12d.

The result is similar to that derived from Fig. 10; that is, the

internal variability is not large enough to overwhelm the

model bias. Thus, the internal variability is not important in

this regard and the intermodel difference of the circulation–

convection feedback mainly arises from the model bias.

It is worth noting that the WNPAC–mean precipitation re-

lationship in CP events is distinctive from EP events and the

circulation–convection feedback strength over the WNP does

not contribute to the intermodel difference of WNPAC during

CP events. An explanation could be given as follows. A posi-

tive feedback can lead to the occurrence of either a cyclone or

an anticyclone, depending on initial and persistent forcing

processes. For CP events, the main driver is positive SSTA in

the TIO, while the local WNP SSTA plays a passive role (i.e.,

local SSTA is a result of atmospheric forcing due to a negative

precipitation anomaly, not the other way around). Thus, the

intermodel difference of the WNPAC is mainly determined by

the remote forcing from the TIO. This is in a great contrast to

EP events in which the local cold SSTA in theWNP (Fig. 1b) is

important.

5. Conclusions and discussion

By analyzing 29 AMIP experiments that were forced by the

same prescribed SST field from 1979 to 2008, we evaluate the

models’ performance in capturing the WNPAC, an important

circulation system in conveying the El Niño impact on East

Asian climate. In this study we focus on examining the simu-

lated WNPAC strength during the composite EP and CP El

Niño decaying summers. AWNPAC intensity index is introduced

to quantitatively measure the models’ performance in capturing

theWNPAC strength. It is defined as the negative sign of an area-

averaged 850-hPa relative vorticity anomaly over theWNP.Most

of the models are able to reproduce the observed pattern of the

WNPAC in bothEPandCPElNiños. TheMMEof the simulated

WNPAC intensity is slightly weaker than the observed in bothEP

and CP El Niño cases. The models also capture the observed

feature that theWNPACassociatedwithCPevents is significantly

weaker than that associated with EP events.

FIG. 13. As in Figs. 12b and 12d, but for multiple members of five selectedmodels represented by different symbols.

The black lines are the regression lines shown in Figs. 12b and 12d.
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A significant positive correlation is found between the sim-

ulated WNPAC intensity and JJA mean precipitation among

the 29models. This implies that a model that has a higher mean

precipitation over the WNP simulates a stronger WNPAC

during EP El Niño decaying summer. The physical mechanism

behind the mean state-dependent characteristic is explained as

follows. Themodels with higher mean precipitation also have a

higher background moisture distribution because of their two-

way interactive nature. On the one hand, a greater background

mean precipitation favors a higher background mean moisture

due to vertical moisture transport. On the other hand, a higher

background mean moisture favors greater background mean

precipitation because the same low-level wind convergence

would lead to a greater mean moisture flux convergence. The

higher mean precipitation and moisture further promote a

greater perturbation circulation-convection feedback in situ,

and thus a stronger WNPAC, even though all the models are

forced by the same SSTA pattern.

The mean state dependence characteristic differs during

CP El Niño cases. The intensity of the simulated WNPAC

during CP El Niño decaying summer is associated with JJA

mean precipitation over the TIO. This is because the re-

mote IO forcing effect on the WNPAC becomes critical

during CP El Niño decaying summer. A greater JJA mean

precipitation over the TIO promotes a higher background

moisture field in situ, which promotes a stronger local

perturbation circulation–convection feedback. This, in turn,

results in a stronger Kelvin wave response and thus a stron-

ger WNPAC.

The distinctive WNPAC-mean precipitation relationships

between the EP and CP El Niño result from different anom-

alous SST patterns in the WNP. A strong local negative SSTA

appears during the EP El Niño decaying summer, but no sig-

nificant negative SSTA signals are found over theWNP during

CP El Niño composite. While the local SST anomaly plays an

active role in maintaining theWNPAC during the EP events, it

plays a passive role during the CP events. As a result, only the

mean-state precipitation/moisture field in the tropical Indian

Ocean modulates the circulation anomaly in the WNP in the

latter case.

The influence of the magnitude of mean precipitation over

particular regions on the simulations of WNPAC has been

explained above. New questions arise: Are there precipitation

pattern differences among the models, and are they also im-

portant to the simulations of WNPAC? We conduct a com-

posite of mean precipitation for the models simulating strong

FIG. 14. Composite patterns of the JJA precipitation for models simulating (top) strong WNPAC (the strongest

five), (middle) weakWNPAC (theweakest five), and (bottom) their difference, during (a)–(c) EP and (d)–(f) CPEl

Niño decaying summer.
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versus weak WNPAC, and the result is shown in Fig. 14. It is

seen that models with strong and weakWNPAC groups have a

similar large-scale mean precipitation pattern in general for

both the EP and CP cases. The most significant difference of

the mean precipitation appears in the WNP and equatorial IO

for the EP and CP cases, respectively. The composite differ-

ence patterns resemble Fig. 9 obtained based on a regression

analysis. We also show the intermodel empirical orthogonal

function (EOF) modes of JJA mean precipitation in Fig. 15, in

which each model is treated as a sample. The EOF1 reflects the

major difference of mean precipitation among these models. It

is primarily located over the WNP and the Bay of Bengal

(Fig. 15a). Themaximum rainfall belt in this figure overlaps the

main rain belt in the MME map (Fig. 15d). It indicates that

the EOF1 mode is mainly associated with the magnitude of the

mean precipitation. In the EOF2 mode, the most pronounced

difference appears over the northern IndianOcean. This EOF2

mode, to a large extent, is associated with the magnitude of the

mean precipitation over the Indian Ocean. The EOF3 pattern

seems to be associated with the north–south shifting of the

mean rainfall pattern over the WNP. The analysis above in-

dicates that the intermodel difference is primarily attributed to

the magnitude of the mean precipitation field, while the pat-

tern difference only accounts for a small portion of the inter-

model difference.

It is worth mentioning that the number of El Niño events

is limited because of limited length of the observational and

model data. Thus, further work is needed to investigate

whether the relationship between the simulated WNPAC

strength and the JJA mean precipitation remains with a

longer data period. Idealized numerical model experiments

may be carried out to understand specific processes through

which the mean state over the TIO and WNP modulates

the WNPAC.
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